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Question: Do you think In-
dia today is better equipped
to negate a 26/11 type ter-
rorist attack on its soil?

Question: Do you agree with
DD Lapang that there should
be an independent probe into
the assault of the activists?

Yesterday’s Result

ST POLL

(Poll closes at Midnight)

   YES                      NO          81%                    19%

Explosion kills
three children
in Arunachal

ITANAGAR: Three chil-
dren were killed when a
live bomb they thought
was a toy exploded near a
firing range of the Indian
Army in Arunachal
Pradesh's Anjaw district,
an official said on Sunday.

The incident occurred
on Saturday evening at
Chirang village when the
children picked up the
used shell and began
playing with it.

The shell exploded,
killing them on the spot.

Chief Minister Pema
Khandu expressed shock
and grief at the incident,
and condoled the deaths
of the three children.

He announced an ex-
gratia of Rs 4 lakh each to
the family of the de-
ceased.

Khandu cautioned the
villagers against going
near danger zones such as
the Army firing ranges.

Also, the chief minis-
ter asked the Indian Army
to issue advisories or put
up sign boards depicting
danger zones or restrict-
ed areas. (IANS)

People participate in a funeral procession of Hizb-ul-Mujahideen top commander
Ab Majeed, who was killed in an encounter with security forces, at Souch

in Kulgam district of South Kashmir on Sunday. (PTI)

WASHINGTON: Another
major terrorist attack in In-
dia of the magnitude similar
to the 26/11 strike originat-
ing from Pakistan could eas-
ily escalate into a regional
war, scholars, former diplo-
mats and US officials have
warned ahead of the 10th
anniversary of the deadly
Mumbai terror attack.

166 people, including
Americans, were killed in the
attack carried out by ten
Pakistan-based Lashkar-e-
Taiba (LeT) terrorists.

Nine of the attackers were
killed by police while lone
survivor Ajmal Kasab was
captured and hanged after
handed down death sen-

Another 26/11 type terror strike in
India will lead to war: Experts

tence by an Indian court.
Perpetrators of the 26/11

attack, including its master-
mind and banned Jamat-ud
Dawa (JuD) chief Hafiz
Saeed, continue to roam
freely in Pakistan, indicating
that Islamabad is not seri-
ous in bringing them to jus-
tice.

The JuD is believed to be
the front group for the LeT.
The US has offered a USD
10 million bounty for Saeed.

The 26/11 attack case
has entered into the 10th
year but none of its seven
suspects in Pakistan has

been punished yet, showing
that the case had never been
in its priority list.

"The victims of 26/11
have yet to see the master-
minds of the attack in the
LeT and the Inter-Services
Intelligence (ISI) face jus-
tice; unfortunately, that is
virtually impossible in Paki-
stan," former CIA official
Bruce Riedel told PTI.

Riedel, senior fellow and
director of Brookings Intel-
ligence Project, believes
that another terror attack in
India of similar magnitude
would result in a war be-

tween the two countries.
"If another attack of this

magnitude occurs, there will
be war," he said.

Pakistan's former envoy
to the US Husain Haqqani
said: "With US-Pakistan re-
lations in a tailspin and
hawkish attitudes dominat-
ing the subcontinent, one
cannot predict if and how
the situation would be con-
trolled in the event of an-
other major terrorist attack
in India, with clear linkages
to groups in Pakistan".

He said Pakistan "must
fulfil its promise of acting"
against the masterminds of
the 26/11 attack. (PTI)

Related report on P-5

Govt yet
to initiate
talks with

stakeholders

By Our Reporter

SHILLONG: The state
government is yet to hold
consultations with
stakeholders regarding the
issue of conducting
municipal polls.

The High Court wanted
the state government to
take a decision on the
matter after a contempt
petition was filed in the
court.

Earlier on October 29,
the Cabinet had decided to
hold talks with the stake-
holders to iron out
differences before holding
municipal election.

Sources said on Sunday
that the government
wanted the Urban Affairs
Department to hold talks
and submit the feedback.

The government will
make a final decision on
the matter after getting
feedback from the stake-
holders.

The issue related to the
amendment to the Munici-
pal Act will also figure
when a final decision is
arrived at by the govern-
ment.

Recently, when the case
was taken up by the High
Court, the government had
informed the court that
consultations will be held
with the stakeholders.

Earlier, several attempts
to hold civic polls failed as
there was opposition from
the pressure groups and
others.

First surgery
on Agnes

rescheduled
By Our Reporter

SHILLONG: The first sur-
gery on Agnes Kharshiing
that was scheduled for
Monday has been post-
poned, said her brother
John Kharshiing on Sunday.

John said the surgery has
been rescheduled and the
date will be announced lat-
er.

Earlier in the day, John
had said the family consent-
ed to the surgery on her right
elbow.

After she was admitted
on November 8 with multi-
ple wounds following the
near-fatal assault, the doc-
tors could not carry out sur-
gery as she was not stable.

There were consultations
between the family and the
doctors for the last few days
regarding the surgery as the
family wanted to ensure her
safety since there were head
injuries.

According to family
members, at times, Agnes's
speech is not coherent due
to the pain and agony she
is undergoing.

Civic polls

Transporters
against MDA’s

weighbridge policy
By Our Reporter

SHILLONG: There is oppo-
sition to the new policy of
the MDA government to set
up random weighbridges
against the wish of the Su-
preme Court to set up Inte-
grated Check Posts (ICPs).

The president of the As-
sociation of Meghalaya
Traders and Transporters,
Enrico D Pasi, on Sunday
petitioned Chief Minister
Conrad Sangma that despite
the fear of mushrooming of

Demand for Integrated Check Posts

weighbridges, surprisingly
the present government
came up with a new Megha-
laya State Policy for Weigh-
bridges, 2018, which is con-
trary to the direction of the
apex court and is nothing but
a means for reversal of the
situation to the old days of
highway extortion once
there are multiple check sta-
tions along the highway.

The association has
asked the government to
recall the policy of 2018 and
promote    (Contd on P-10)

Opp to corner MDA govt
over coal nexus tomorrow

By Our Reporter

SHILLONG: The opposi-
tion Congress is set to tar-
get the NPP-led MDA gov-
ernment over the assault of
Agnes Kharshiing and Am-
ita Sangma while probing il-
legal coal mining and trans-
portation and the alleged
role of members of the rul-
ing party in the attack dur-
ing the one-day special ses-
sion on Tuesday.

A Congress member said
on Sunday the opposition
will take up the issue of
breakdown of law and order
in Jaintia Hills vis-à-vis the
allegations of illegal coal
mining and transportation,
among other important is-
sues to be raised by the party
concerning the state.

Though the special ses-
sion was initially called for

CLP meet today to discuss strategy for Tuesday’s special session
passing a fresh resolution
on the need to recognise
Khasi-Garo language, the
Business Advisory Commit-
tee (BAC) that met on
Thursday had accepted
more agenda from the pri-
vate members.

Formation of an assem-
bly committee on environ-
ment is also part of the agen-
da of the session.

There will be government
business followed by pri-
vate members' business on
the same day at the special
session, as per the calendar
fixed by the BAC.

After the treasury bench
completes the government
business, the opposition
will take up the worsening
law and order situation by
way of a call attention mo-
tion under rule 54 (1) of the
rules of procedure and con-

duct of business in the
Meghalaya Legislative As-
sembly.

Another agenda under
the private members' busi-
ness is to raise discussion
for half an hour on a matter
of urgent public importance
under rule 50 of the Rules of
Procedure and conduct of
business in Meghalaya Leg-
islative Assembly.

Through the discus-
sions, the opposition is ex-
pected to call for an inde-
pendent probe into the po-
litico-police-coal mafia nex-
us.

Congress spokesperson
HM Shangpliang refused to
divulge the details of the call
attention motion and sepa-
rate discussion on the mat-
ter of urgent public impor-
tance.

When asked whether the

assault of activists and the
role of NPP in the incident
will be raised, Shangpliang
indicated that all these will
be part of general issues
concerning the state to be
raised by the opposition.

Sources said that the is-
sues to be raised by the op-
position will have reference
to the serious breakdown of
law and order in Jaintia Hills
with particular reference to
the attack on the NGO lead-
ers, Agnes and Amita by a
gang led by NPP leader from
East Jaintia Hills, Nidamon
Chullet.

Stating that a lot of is-
sues related to law and or-
der will be raised, Shang-
pliang, who is also the sec-
retary of Congress Legisla-
tive Party (CLP), said, "The
CLP will meet on Monday

(Contd on P-10)

‘Coal trucks belong to relatives,
associates of people in power’
East-West Jaintia Hills admin fails to act on traders’ Oct 4 letter

By Our Reporter

SHILLONG: The political patronage
in coal trade despite the NGT ban was
brought to the notice of the authori-
ties a month before the attack on ac-
tivists Agnes Kharshiing and Amita
Sangma.

In a joint letter written on October
4 this year, the president and general
secretary of the Association of Meg-
halaya Traders and Transporters, En-
rico D Pasi and Dalangki Suiam, re-
spectively, had written to the DC and

SP of East Jaintia Hills and the SP of
West Jaintia Hills to initiate action
against illegal transportation of coal.

The letter said despite several re-
ports by NGOs and media, the ban
on coal mining and transportation has
not been enforced in both the Jaintia
Hills districts.

The association pointed out that
till date, there are several coal laden
trucks regularly supplying coal to
various destinations in Meghalaya
and outside the state.

"Such activities cannot be per-

formed without being patronised by
government machineries. Surprising-
ly, most of the coal-laden trucks are
owned by the relatives or close asso-
ciates of strong and powerful people
who are at the helm of affairs in the
state," said the transporters' body in
its letter.

They said irrespective of the own-
ers and their close affiliation to the
strong and powerful people, immedi-
ate action should be taken to stop
illegal mining and transportation of
coal in the two districts.

By Our Reporter

SHILLONG: The Assam-Megha-
laya chief ministerial level border
talks will take more time as the neigh-
bouring state is yet to give any date
for holding a meeting.

In the recent past, there were a
few cases of border skirmishes
which were dealt with at the level of
the deputy commissioners of re-
spective districts in Assam and
Meghalaya.

A senior government official said
in the past, Meghalaya had written
to Assam to hold chief secretary
level talks as precursor to the chief
ministerial level talks but in vain as
there was no response from Assam.

CM-level border
talks to delay

The last chief ministerial level
meeting between former chief min-
ister Mukul Sangma and his Assam
counterpart Sarbananda Sonowal
was held on April 1 last year and the
decision was to have a chief secre-
tary level meeting and discuss about
a boundary commission.

The April 1 chief ministerial level
meeting was held after seven years
when Sangma met Tarun Gogoi.

Though the Meghalaya Assem-
bly elections and other assignments
had delayed the next chief ministeri-
al level meeting, there is a demand
from several quarters to resume bor-
der talks.

The state government had in the
past submitted      (Contd on P-10)

10th anniv of Mumbai terror attacks

Kohli, Krunal fire India to series levelling win
Brief Scores

AUSTRALIA
164/6 (20 Overs)

(D Short 33,
A Finch 28;

K Pandya 4/36)

INDIA
168/4 (19.4 Overs)

(V Kohli 61*,
S Dhawan 41;
A Zampa 1/22)

Virat Kohli is embraced by Mitchell Starc after their Twenty20 match in Sydney on Sunday. (PTI)

3rd T20I
India win by 6 wkts

SYDNEY: Virat Kohli fired
the opening salvo on the
Australia tour with a match-
winning 61, helping India
win the third T20 Interna-
tional by six wickets and

draw the three-match series
1-1 here Sunday.

Kohli's sublime 41-ball
knock and his 60-run un-
beaten stand with Dinesh
Karthik (22 not out off 18)
gave India the much need-
ed series levelling win
ahead of the all important
Test series beginning De-
cember 6 at Adelaide. The

captain's perfectly executed
chase in 19.4 overs came af-
ter Shikhar Dhawan (41 off
22 balls) and Rohit Sharma
(23 off 16 balls) provided a
flying start to the innings.
Earlier, Krunal Pandya took
career-best figures of 4-36 as
Australia were restricted to
164-6 in 20 overs.

Australia won the open-

ing T20 by four runs while
the second game was a
washout, putting addition-
al pressure on India who
came here at the back of win-
ning six T20 series in a row.
Chasing 165, Dhawan and
Sharma put on 50 runs off
just 28 balls.

Both batsmen took the
aerial route with aplomb and

hit seven fours and four six-
es between them to leave the
Australian bowlers clueless.
Overall, India scored 67-1 in
the powerplay overs.
Mitchell Starc (1-26) had got
the breakthrough in the
sixth over, trapping Dhawan
lbw via DRS referral.

 It put a momentary break
on scoring as no runs were
scored off the next eight
balls, resulting in Sharma's
dismissal, who played on off
Adam Zampa (1-22). KL Ra-
hul (14) started off by scor-
ing a monster six, and add-
ed 41 runs for the third wick-
et with Kohli. India crossed
100 in the 12th over, but the
former started struggling for
timing and holed out short-
ly afterwards. It became a
double blow as Rishabh
Pant was out for a first-ball
duck, gloving behind off a
slower short ball from An-
drew Tye (1-32).

India were in bit of a both-
er at that stage, but Kohli
and Dinesh Karthik (22 not
out off 18 balls) brought out
their shots. The latter
played a perfect foil to Koh-
li as he struck a four and a
six to bring down the ask-

ing rate. Kohli meanwhile
reached his 19th T20I half-
century off 34 balls and took
India home with two balls to
spare. This was after Pan-
dya's orthodox left-arm spin
came in handy during the
middle overs after the hosts
had sped to 68-0 after win-
ning the toss and opting to
bat.

Australia made one
change to their line-up, with
Mitchell Starc coming in for
Jason Behrendorff. India
picked an unchanged elev-
en. Aaron Finch (28) and
D'Arcy Short (33) then pro-
vided a cautious start to the
innings, albeit they picked
up momentum quickly as the
Indian pacers struggled in
conditions vastly different
from Brisbane and Mel-
bourne. Bhuvneshwar Ku-
mar (0-33) and Khaleel
Ahmed (0-35) both proved
expensive, while first-
change Jasprit Bumrah (0-
38) too didn't stem the flow
of runs, as Australia raced
to 49-0 at the end of power-
play overs.

The Finch-Short partner-
ship put pressure on the In-
dian fielding, shoddy again,

and Rohit Sharma put down
a sitter off Finch (on 22) at
the start of the eight over
off Pandya.

Kuldeep Yadav (1-19)
then provided the much-
awaited breakthrough as
Finch was out caught
sweeping at short fine leg.
It opened the doors to the
Australian middle order.
Glenn Maxwell (13) survived
an lbw shout via DRS off
Yadav, but Short and Ben
McDermott (0) were dis-
missed lbw off successive
balls in the tenth over as
Pandya pegged Australia
back. (PTI)

Lanka battle to escape whitewash Pakistan post big total after
Haris, Babar notch hundreds

Australia claim
4th Women’s

World T20 title
NORTH SOUND: Austral-
ia breezed to their fourth
Women's World T20 title,
thrashing England by eight
wickets in the final here on
Saturday.

England faltered with the
bat after winning the toss,
struggling to 105 all out in
19.4 overs with opener Dan-
ielle Wyatt (43) being the
top-scorer.

Pacer Megan Schutt (2/
13), leggie Giorgia Wareham
(2/11) and all-rounder Ash-
leigh Gardner (3/22) led Aus-
tralia's clinical effort with the
ball. Chasing a comfortable
target, Australia raced to vic-
tory in 15.1 overs with
Gardner and captain Meg
Lanning remaining unbeat-
en on 33 and 28 respective-
ly.

Interestingly, England
had also mustered 105
against Australia in the fi-
nal of the 2014 edition and
even on that occasion, the
team from Down Under
cruised to a famous win.

With another emphatic
win on Saturday, Australia
lift their fourth trophy in tour-
nament's sixth edition. (PTI)

DUBAI: A career-best hun-
dred from Haris Sohail and
a maiden century from Ba-
bar Azam helped Pakistan
post a big total to boost their
chances of a series-levelling
win against New Zealand in
the second Test in Dubai on
Sunday.

Sohail knocked a snail-
paced 147 in nine hours and
34 minutes while Azam made
an unbeaten 127 to steer
Pakistan to an imposing
418-5 declared on day two
at Dubai stadium. New Zea-
land negotiated nine overs

without losing a wicket for
24 under lights in overcast
conditions before umpires
called off the day with two
overs remaining. Openers
Jeet Raval was unbeaten on
17 with three boundaries
while Tom Latham was five
not out. Yasir Shah could be
the key to Pakistan gaining
a big first innings lead.

New Zealand, who lead
the series 1-0 after a narrow
four-run win in the first Test
in Abu Dhabi last week, still
trail by 394 runs with all ten
wickets intact. Sohail im-

proved on his previous best
of 110 scored against Aus-
tralia at the same venue last
month while Azam passed
his previous best of 99,
against Australia in Abu
Dhabi last month. He added
an invaluable 186 runs for
the fifth wicket with Azam
as the two frustrated the
New Zealand's attack in the
first two sessions.

The Pakistani batsmen
added 82 between lunch
and tea, scoring faster than
in any of the pervious ses-
sions. (AFP)

COLOMBO: Sri Lanka
limped to 53-4 on Sunday as
they battled to reach 327 to
win the third and final Test
against England and avoid
a series whitewash.

Moeen Ali opened the
bowling for England and
took openers Danushka
Gunathilaka for 6 and Di-
muth Karunaratne for 23 on
the spin paradise pitch in
Colombo.

Jack Leach claimed
Dhananjaya de Silva, who
failed to score, while Ben
Stokes took a brilliant catch
off fast bowler Stuart Broad
to end Angelo Mathews' in-
nings after nine balls which

produced five runs. Earlier
England made 230 in their
second innings after at one
stage looking shaky on 39-
4. Jos Buttler top-scored

with 64, while Stokes hit 42
and Ben Foakes 36 not out
to leave Sri Lanka facing a
mountain to climb with two
days left to play.

Dilruwan Perera took
Keaton Jennings lbw with
the first ball of the day to
shake England, and took
five wickets in all.

But after the top order
scare, spinner Lakshan
Sandakan made two basic
blunders that set the tone
for the tourists' recovery.

The left-arm spinner had
Stokes caught at cover on
22, then at slip on 32, only
for replays to show
Sandakan had overstepped
the bowling line on each
occasion.

England scored 336 in
their first innings and Sri
Lanka 240. (AFP)

 England’s Adil Rashid reacts after being dimissed
during their third day of  3rd Test against Sri Lanka

in Colombo on Sunday. (PTI)

CoA to meet
Harmanpreet,

Mithali
NEW DELHI: The Commit-
tee of Administrators could
summon Indian women's
team skipper Harmanpreet
Kaur and Mithali Raj follow-
ing the senior most player's
controversial omission for
the WT20 semi-final against
England.

According to a top BCCI
official, Mithali might put
her view point to GM  Saba
Karim, who is in charge of
women's cricket. CoA chief
Vinod Rai was unhappy that
players' agents are making
unsavoury comments about
team selection. (PTI)

Smith, Warner to prepare Oz pacers for India Test
SYDNEY: They might have
been banned from turning
out for Australia but dis-
graced batting duo of Steve
Smith and David Warner are
going out of their way to
prepare their bowlers for the
upcoming four-Test series
against India.

Both former skipper
Smith and Warner have
agreed to turn out at the
Australia nets to bat against
the pace trio of Mitchell

Starc, Josh Hazzlewood and
Pat Cummins to prepare
them to face Virat Kohli and
Co in the upcoming four-
Test series.

 Any hopes of Smith and
Warner wearing the baggy
green this summer were
dashed when Cricket Aus-
tralia board upheld the bans
last week but the former cap-
tain and his deputy is still
playing a big role behind the
scenes. Smith is expected to

face Hazlewood, Starc and
Cummins at the Sudney
Cricket Ground nets this
week as Australia round off
their preparations for the
first Test starting December
6 at Adelaide.

"He's (Smith) someone
the three of us have bowled
a fair bit to over the last lit-
tle while at training," Starc
told Fairfax Media. "To get
the view of a batsman who
is facing us, get his opinion

on how we're tracking, is al-
ways great as well. "There's
talking bowling coaches
then there's talking to the
guys you're bowling to.

That's a great opportuni-
ty to have him face us in our
preparation leading up to
the Tests," he added.

Starc said when they
asked Smith to help them
prepare for the Test series,
he was more than willing to
oblige. (PTI)

Lewis Hamilton
wins crash-hit

final race
ABU DHABI: New five-time
champion Lewis Hamilton
claimed his 11th win of the
season on Sunday when he
drove his Mercedes to a
well-judged triumph in an
incident-filled season-end-
ing Abu Dhabi Grand Prix.

The 33-year-old Briton,
who started from his 83rd
pole position, came home 2.5
seconds ahead of his main
title rival four-time champi-
on German Sebastian Vettel
of Ferrari.

The win came after a race
that began with an horrific
opening lap crash from
which Nico Hulkenberg es-
caped unhurt, his blazing
Renault car having barrel-
rolled into the barriers.

Dutchman Max Verstap-
pen finished third ahead of
his Red Bull team-mate Dan-
iel Ricciardo, in his 100th
race for Red Bull and 150th
overall before moving to Re-
nault, and Valtteri Bottas in
the second Mercedes.

Carlos Sainz came home
sixth for Renault ahead of
Ferrari-bound Charles
Leclerc of Sauber, Sergio
Perez of Force India, Romain
Grosjean, who had tangled
with Hulkenberg on the
opening lap, and his Haas
team-mate Kevin Magnus-
sen.

Retirement-bound two-
time champion Fernando
Alonso finished 11th for
McLaren in his 311th and
farewell appearance. (AFP)
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TO THE EDITOR

‘‘There is nothing like dream to create
the future. Utopia to-day, flesh and blood

tomorrow.’’
    --- Victor Hugo

Letters to the Editor must have
the full name, address and

contact number of the writer,
even if they are sent by email.
Only letters with the requisite

details will be published.

What does about 72 per
cent polling in Chhattisgarh
indicate? This includes
Maoist-infested areas. High
percentage of voting is
generally considered anti-
establishment. Of other two
Hindi speaking states—
Rajasthan and Madhya
Pradesh—BJP’s chances
seem to be better in
Chhattisgarh. But at the end
of polling, it doesn’t appear
so. Raman Singh is a three-
term chief minister and there
is powerful anti-incumbency
against him, besides charges
of corruption. His hope that
Ajit Jogi-Mayawati combine
will divide Congress votes
did not fructify. Reports say
that Ajit Jogi-Mayawai
combine has damaged both
the BJP and the Congress.

Pre-poll situation in
Telangana is turning out to
be interesting. Reports say
that Congress-TDP alliance
has been gaining ground
over Chief Minister K
Chandrasekhar Rao.
Chandra Babu Naidu’s is a
mass-based leader and in
truncated Andhra Pradesh
he is, perhaps, the tallest

leader. Even though
Telangana region has
separated, Naidu’s following
in the new state remains
intact.

The Congress acted very
stupidly by dividing Andhra
Pradesh and carving out the
new state of Telangana. The
result was that the party lost
its strongest bastion in
South. Both Andhra Pradesh
and Karnataka stood by
Indira Gandhi, in post-
Emergency election, when
the Congress was wiped out
in the country. Even though
Congress has been badly
mauled in Telangana and
Andhra, its deep roots in the
two states remain intact. This
will play an important role in
the Telangana election.
Therefore, KCR does not
seem as invincible as before
and faces a grave threat from
Congress-TDP alliance.

The latest is the
resignation of TRS MP
Konda Vishweshwara
Reddy. This development
has given ammunition to
political rivals of KCR to
target him. Reddy met
Congress leaders in Delhi
and is likely to join the party
soon. An MP from Cevella,
Reddy wrote in his letter
addressed to KCR that TRS
has moved away from the
people. “Regretfully, based
on multiple incidents, I began
to feel especially in the last
two years that we, as a party,
were becoming more and
more distant from the very
people whom we had
represented extremely well.
We, as government, were
becoming inaccessible to the
people.”

Congress leaders latched
on to this, saying there is
resentment against TRS in
the state due to the reasons
that Reddy listed in his
resignation letter. “TRS will
lose because it is not
connected with the people
any more. There will be a big
blast within TRS on
December 11 (counting day),
they say.

Mizoram is another state
going to poll along with
Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh and Telangana

Assembly Elections trends
omimous for BJP

Anti-incumbency
favours Congress

in three States
 By Harihar Swarup

but taken scarce notice by
newspapers. It is only
northeastern state that the
Congress rules. It is also the
final frontier for the BJP
which is ruling, alone or in
coalition, all the other states
in the region. The BJP did
not have a party office in
Christian dominated
Mizoram five years ago, but
will now contest almost all
40 seats in the assembly
election on November 28.

However, all is not well for
the BJP. The people of
Mizoram are furious at the
Narendra Modi
government’s efforts to
bring back Bru tribals to the
state. Brus are considered
non-Mizos. Thousands of
them had left the state in the
1970s after alleged
persecution by the Mizos.
The neighbouring state of
Tripura built relief camps for
them in Kanchanpura, 20kms
from the border. A much
larger exodus followed
ethnic riots in 1997. Now
about 46,000 Brus live in
Tripura.

The Atal Bihari Vajpayee
government tried to bring

back Brus back to Mizoram
but could not do so. In 2014
Modi and Home Minister
Rajnath Singh took several
steps to repatriate the Brus.

The community,
however, does not want to
return to Mizoram until it
gets its own autonomous
district council, like the
persecuted Chakmas did in
1970s. The Brus also want
free ration and security cover
till they are resettled in
Mizoram. Mizoram Chief
Minister Lal Thanhawla, a
Congress veteran agreed to
accept the Brus but turned
down the demand for
autonomous council. The
church and the young Mizo
Association, both highly
influential in the state, had
pressed Lal Thanhawla to
reject the demand. The 1986
Mizo Accord signed by
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi
and Mizo leader Laldenga,
which had given Mizoram
almost Kashmir like
autonomy, and also given a
lot of powers to Church and
civil society organization.

Elections in Mizoram will
be held in this background.
The BJP is eyeing a goof haul
in the election, especially as
a couple of Congress leaders
had recently jumped ship,
one of them a former speaker
of the assembly. “The
Congress did not have any
respect for me” and “under
Narendra Modi India has
become an economic super
power. So I have decided to
strength BJP in Mizoram”,
the ex-speaker said. The BJP
is also likely to have support
of the lakh strong Chakmas,
which could translate at least
seven seats. The party has
several Christian candidates
this time.

The only Congress Chief
Minister in Northeast, Lal
Thanhawla is the party’s
best chance to retain
Mizoram. The five-time chief
minister has been in power
since 2008. At 76, this is
probably his last election. He
is confident that the double
digit growth in the past five
years will fetch him another
term and he vows to
continue with pro-poor
schemes. (IPA Service)

The community, however, does not
want to return to Mizoram until it gets
its own autonomous district council,
like the persecuted Chakmas did in
1970s. The Brus also want free ration
and security cover till they are
resettled in Mizoram. Mizoram Chief
Minister Lal Thanhawla, a Congress
veteran agreed to accept the Brus but
turned down the demand for
autonomous council.

In addition to the long list
of Missions that are listed
in Meghalaya the
Government recently
launched another Mission
to help the farmers and
hopefully help improve the
economy of Meghalaya too.
The Mushroom Mission
was announced with much
fanfare but without almost
any concrete plans to
achieve the goals. As of now
the Mission is an empty
rhetoric without a proper
road map to take it forward
to make it a successful
enterprise.

Of course this is not the
first time that the
government introduced
mushroom cultivation to the
farmers. ICAR Umiam and
the State Agriculture
Department had introduced
this activity to enhance the
income of the farmers.
Recently our NGOs have
sent more than hundred
famers for training on
mushroom cultivation at
ICAR and the report we
received from them is very
positive. Fresh mushrooms
are sold at Rs 200 per
kilogram in Jowai, and the
farmers are also optimistic
because it sells like hot
cakes.  Add to that the fact
that it can be dried and sold
as dry products too, but the
major problem that our
farmers’ encounter is the
supply of spores.

At the moment there are
only two institutes in the
state which produce
mushroom seeds; one in
ICAR Umiam and the State
Agriculture unit in Upper
Shillong and the feedback
we have from the trained
farmers is that the two units
cannot supply the demand
of seeds by the farmers. This
is one major challenge for
the Mission; if the state
continues to depend on
these two institutions to
supply the much needed
seeds then this Mission is
doomed to fail.

The other issue is that of
the two types of mushroom
that are introduced to the
farmers only oyster
mushroom is popular
because it is much easier to
cultivate. Although
pricewise button
mushrooms fetch a much
better price but because of
the various challenges
involved in cultivating the
same, farmers have
abandoned its cultivation.
This is another challenge
that the Government needs

Mushroom Mission and lessons
from the Green Revolution

By H H Mohrmen

to address if the mission is
to succeed because only
limited species of two have
been introduced of which
one is popular.

A study by Bioversity
International and partners
brought to light the
astounding fact that
vegetables sold around the
world in grocery shops,
super markets and open air
markets are surprisingly
similar everywhere. The
same commercial
vegetables like tomato,
potato, eggplant, onion,
carrot, beet, lettuce and
broccoli can be found in the
markets around the world.
In such a situation the diets
of people across the world
are becoming more similar
and are based on fewer
crops. Recent studies
conducted by the
scientists of Bioversity
International in
collaboration with Food
and Agriculture
Organisation of the UNO
found that there are more
than 1,097 vegetable
species consumed by the
people the world over, yet
we are familiar with less than
7% of these species.

Now even in our state we
find less and less variety of
food items on our plates and
most of them are all foreign
crops introduced to our
land. Coming back to
mushrooms, a young lady
in her project which was
submitted in partial
fulfilment of the course she
studied for a Bachelors
Degree in Science on
Environment Science from
St. Edmunds College came
up with a list of more than
10 varieties of wild edible
mushrooms which are
consumed by the people in
Jaintia Hills. Now the
question is: Does the
Mission have any scope for
including wild edible
mushrooms in the grand
project?

Is it true that in spite of
the state having
innumerable varieties of
wild mushrooms, the
Mission will only
concentrate on imported
varieties of button and
oyster mushrooms which
are not endemic to the
State? Why are no efforts
made to do tissue-culturing
of our own wild mushrooms
and start cultivation of the
same if possible?

Mushroom which can be
commercially cultivated
fetch a good price in the
market, but wild
mushrooms are a niche
product which are in great
demand the world over. If
the Mission misses this
element then it is but a
replication of what has
been done elsewhere, and
a small version of the Green
Revolution with the only
difference being that it is
about mushrooms only.
Mushroom Mission will be
unique and become
Meghalaya specific only if
wild edible mushrooms
endemic to the State are
incorporated in the
Mission.

With the benefit of a
hindsight, the three lessons
we learn from the Green
Revolution are (a) loss of
crop diversity (b) its impact
on the soil and the health
of the people and (c) the
gradual diminishing of
numbers of food item from
our plates which also affect
the health and nutrition of
the people. The loss of
crop diversity is evident
from the disappearance of
indigenous seeds from
collection of the farmers. In
our effort to increase
production, the traditional
seeds are at stake and more
often than not, local seeds
are replaced by high
yielding varieties. Our
penchant for high yielding
varieties of crops and fancy
foreign crops which are
easy to produce and grow
quickly has resulted in our
abandoning our own
indigenous seeds and in
the process losing crop
diversity.

The other lesson from
the Green Revolution is
that the overuse of
chemical fertilizers has
resulted in loss of soil
fertility and decrease in
crop production. The
harmful effects of chemical
fertilizers, chemical
insecticides and herbicides
on the health of the soil and
the health of the people are
beginning to show now.
The pesticides and
herbicides used had an
affect not only on the
produce and the soil but
even on the health of the
consumers. Tomatoes are
one such example where
people now  peel the skin
before eating the same.

In our endeavour to
achieve progress we put
on a great effort to increase
production but at the cost
of crop diversity.
Indigenous food systems
which are a store house of
crop diversity are gradually
giving way to the culture
of fancy fast food now.
There is no interest in the
local food anymore. The
irony is that now even local
chickens are being
replaced by Broilers and
Kroilers on the dining
table, and in the pens at
home by Kroilers. Very
soon local chicken will be
lost forever and if that
happens then with it our
folk stories about the
rooster will also disappear.

For the state
government’s ambitious
Mushroom Mission to
happen; it needs to
increase production of
seeds because training can
be done at the district level
by the office of the District
Agriculture,  Horticulture
offices, the KVKs, ICAR
and even NGOs which has
trained manpower. Unlike
the other agriculture
produce which are greatly
affected by market
fluctuations, markets for
mushrooms are  readily
available and add to the
marketability of products
as it can be dried and sold
as a packaged product.

The other advantage of
mushroom cultivation is it
attracts educated youths to
engage in this livelihood
activity which does not
only involve cultivation
but packaging too. We
have few such cases where
educated youths are
engaged in this activity
now. Like keeping poultry,
piggery, cattle, goats and
beekeeping, mushroom
can also be a side
livelihood activity which
can help enhance the
income of the farmers.

There is a scope that
this Mission will not only
help farmers to enhance
their incomes but it can
draw educated youth to
farming. However, for the
Mission to have an edge,
it needs to produce niche
product and that will only
happen if we can produce
and market wild edible
mushrooms. In doing so we
will help conserve
mushroom diversity and
also help protect forests
because wild mushrooms
only grow in the forest.

Failing systems
FORMER Prime Minister Dr Manmohan Singh is
among the few erudite politicians. He also has to his
side the experiences that went with governance of
the nation from its apex, apart from being the
governor of RBI, academician and IMF functionary.
Above all, he’s a well-meaning and patriotic citizen.
When he speaks, the nation listens despite the series
of scams that clouded his tenure as PM. His latest
take, in sum, is that key institutions of the nation are
losing their sheen and robustness due to large-scale
governmental interferences on the one side and gross
malpractices on the other. Dr Singh’s reference was
mainly to the situations in which RBI and CBI have
fallen into. RBI is seen to be dictated to by the Modi
government, and the CBI as a “caged parrot” has
lost its veneer of dignity long ago. To which were
added recent scandalous situations. Two of its top
functionaries are facing probe into allegations of
bribe-taking, acts of scheming against each other etc,
all of which have happened during the term of the
present NDA government. These are shameful
situations that will have adverse bearing on the well-
being of the nation. RBI is in the docks for allowing
situations that led to lakhs of crores of funds from
public sector and other banks to be siphoned away
by a bunch of unscrupulous businessmen. Many of
them are refusing to pay back their loans even as
they have the proven capacity to repay -- thereby
forming themselves into a gang of willful defaulters.
Clearly, institutions are losing their strengths due
principally to interferences into their functioning by
the political class that wields power at the Centre
and in states too. They also showed a lack of courage
to stem the rot.

The governmental machinery as a whole is found
wanting in maintaining their institutional strengths –
with the spectre of corruption growing by the day.
While the Congress-led UPA periods were the worst,
the scenario has only marginally changed during the
present NDA period. Dr Manmohan Singh himself
cannot escape the blame for what’s a denouement
of the UPA era. Much of the bad loans, or non-
performing assets the public sector banks have
loaded themselves with were disbursed during the
NDA period. The Modi government has not done a
good job in speeding up investigations and getting
back the lost money. It’s high time for effective and
speedy remedial actions.

Why  the
desperation
about  MR

Vaccination?
Editor,
I was absolutely shocked

to read the order dated  Nov
24, 2018 of  the East Khasi
Hills Deputy Commissioner
instructing that the report
cards of all those students
who refused to take the MR
vaccinations should be
withheld, and this should
also be applied to new
admissions. Never in the
history of Meghalaya have I
come across such a display
of arrogance! This is so
disgusting and the act, to me,
is so undemocratic and
authoritarian in nature! Have
we gone mad or is it that
power has gone to our heads!
What right has the district
administration to order me or
anyone to take this medicine
or that vaccination? Is a
plague sweeping through
our district? If not,  then why
such a desperate move?
Please don't play with the
rights of the citizens and
students just to pep up your
government statistics!

The State Government
would do well to order the
withdrawal of this most
repulsive order ASAP!

Yours etc.,
Eugene D. Thomas

Shillong - 6.

 UCC Road in
a pathetic
condition

Editor,
I would like to draw

attention of the local MDC,
MLA and the concerned
departments through the
columns of your newspaper.
The UCC Road which is
only 15 kms approximately
from Shillong has been in a
pathetic condition for
nearly two years now. The
road is badly damaged and
has been neglected. The
road serves a large number
of residents  in the area. The
road in the area is broken at
many places. There is no
smooth run for the transport
from Dykes (Lad Umsaw) to
UCC. This has badly
affected people in many
localities, Umsaw, Umniuh,
Umbir, Mawlyndep and
many others.

This road is so bad that
the sick, students, traders,
farmers, tourists and others
who have to pass through
it are likely to suffer from a
broken spine. Come to think
of it, there are health
centres, educational
institutions and resorts, etc
in the area but no one
bothers to make common
cause. The taxi drivers from
Dykes to UCC and vice-
versa have no options other
than charging more money

from the passengers. This
has affected everyone who
uses this road and who
cannot afford to use the
taxis. The vehicles plying
though this road have to
halt after every four-five
minutes just to adjust with
the road breaks and pot
holes. The road gets
flooded even after a slight
rain. The residents, NGOs
and the users are in deep
anguish on this account
and have repeatedly
expressed their bitterness
though press but no
concrete action has been
taken on this matter. The
concerned department
seems to adopt an attitude
of “coul not care less,” to
this fact and takes no
responsibility at all for the
people of the area.

I appeal to the
authorities right from the
local MLA and the
concerned departments to
focus their attention on the
area and to get the road
constructed without any
further delay.

Yours,etc.
Batskhem Mawlein

Shillong-2

 Wanted a
barrier- free
environment
Editor,
Apropos the news

report captioned, “City
needs to be sensitive to
PwDs”(ST November 24,
2018), Meghalaya
Government identifying in
its first phase around 21
buildings to construct
ramps for persons with
disabilities will be a holistic
and comprehensive and
would cater to PwDs of all
kinds. Public utilities and
buildings in our city are
overwhelmingly oblivious
to their presence . For the
disabled to negotiate with
daily public life it is a choice
between making do with
numerous obstacles and not
negotiating at all .
Accessibility for people with
disabilities was recognized
as a right under the Persons
with Disabilities( Equal
Opportunities Protection of
Rights and Full Participation
)Act,1995, which mandated
barrier free access in all
public places and transport
systems. An accessible
barrier-free environment is
the first step towards
fulfilling the right of people
with disabilities to
participate in all areas of
community life. A
Governmental initiative
(Sugamya Bharat or
Accessible India) will
certainly help but the rest is
up to us to be aware of the
benefits of bringing the
disabled closer into the
centre of citizenry.

Yours etc.
Advocate M Haque,

Via email

 Need to restore
democratic
traditions

Editor,
Google celebrated

Children's Day in India by
sharing the national winner
of the 2018 Doodle 4
Google contest -  a student
from Mumbai - Pingla Rahul
More's doodle on its
homepage on November
14. Jawaharlal Nehru's
birthday on November 14
is celebrated as a Children's
Day in India as a tribute to
the first Prime Minister of
India for his love towards
children. Apart from his
love for children, Jawaharlal
Nehru must also be
remembered for his love for
democracy. India lost
Gandhiji in 1948 and Sardar
Patel in 1950. Jawaharlal
Nehru could have easily
followed the crooked path
of becoming a dictator like
his contemporaries in other
countries and undermined
our democratic institutions
and the Constitution. But
he never did it. Rather he
always treated opposition
leaders with respect.

Nehru served India as a
Prime Minister for 17 years

and strengthened -
democracy, secularism,
socialism and our unity in
diversity - the four pillars
of our Constitution. His
death even made a young
leader in the opposition,
Atal Bihari Vajpayee say,
“The loss to Parliament is
irreparable. Such a resident
may never grace Teen
Murti again. That vibrant
personality, that attitude of
taking even the opposition
along, that refined
gentlemanliness, the
greatness we may not
again see in the near
future."

Indeed, Nehru has
become more relevant now
as a model democratic
leader in a parliamentary
democracy. When
democratic institutions are
unfortunately being
undermined, we need to
follow the legacy of
Jawaharlal Nehru instead of
undermining his
contributions. This is
necessary to restore these
institutions to their former
glory which they enjoyed
in the days of Jawaharlal
Nehru.

Yours etc.,
Sujit De,
Via email

Beauty/Style guide

Banarasi prints, saris
and fabrics can
never lose their

charm and to further add
beauty to its already-rich
elegance, you must don it
with your favourite pair of
handcuffs and rings, on any
occasion.

Nidhi Yadav, Founder
and Creative Head, AKS
Clothings and Kunwar Sa-
hib Singh, Creative Head,
Motiwala & Sons list down
some tips to enhance your
looks with Banarasi prints
with handcuffs and rings
combos

* Become the desi diva
by fusion or Indo western
look: When in confusion
regarding festive attire, play
safe and don the Indo west-
ern attire as they gel up well
with any festivities and
looks uber elegant too on
the young ladies.

Contrasting Banarsi crop
tops or cholis with a lesser
pleated skirt is an amazing
option for the girls. Be it
dark, deep, light, pastel and
coral, everything will work.
This look itself strikes many
eyes, and when spiced up
with a wide gold band or
handcuff, it totally adds
more exposure to your over-
all getup. It's a perfect mix,
especially for occasions like
wedding and its other cer-
emonies.

* Banarasi silk lehengas
with bold rings: Ravishing
Banarasi silk lehengas are
the all-time classic outfits.
To add the royal bling they
can be further adorned with
interesting works of zari or
any other delicate embroi-
dery.

To go loud with the
banarsi silk lehengas try
wearing one bold ring, fol-
lowed by a series of nar-
rower rings, teamed well

Best of handcuffs, rings combo to
adorn with Banarasi prints

with multiple rings, will give
a splendid touchup to your
style statement; it totally
acts as an extension to your
looks and makes you stand
unique in the crowd. It's a
perfect blend of classic and
modern styles to entice
your appeal.

* Go fusion with
banarasi jacket and dhoti
pants with stacked rings:
Banarsi dhoti pants are a
great savior, especially
when it comes to donning
the traditional look in the
chilling cold winters. Not
just they look extremely el-
egant and stylish but are
also a perfect option to in-
vest in during winters. Pair
banarsi silk dhoti pants with
a denim jacket or try going

with the woolen kurti and
add great elegance to your
look when worn with one of
the amazing stacked rings.

* Shine with a mingle of
plazzo or pant style sari
with kada cum bracelets:
This style of sari draping is
a major hit amongst the
young fashion conscious
ladies of the nation who are
huge fans of sari but don't
feel very much comfortable
in the attire. Pant or Plazzo
style sari will not only gift
the women with the happi-
ness to move freely in saree
but will also amp up their
fashion quotient. And, with
winters nearing this look of
sari will make an eclectic
style statement when
sported with cool blazers

and jackets of the season.
The overall look will get ex-
tremely attractive when
combined with Kada cum
bracelets

* Sparkle with banarsi
anarkali and statement
rings: Banarasi anarkalis,
the evergreen beauties of
the ethnic world look stun-
ning in festivities when
tuned in well with the acces-
sories. Its ethnic opulence
to the core looks beautiful
with the sequence and em-
broidery on the heavy neck-
line and sheer sleeves with
gotta patti. Team it up with
gold tatement ring and
maang tika or jhoomar
chandbalis to add that retro
touch to the festive look
with little extra flair. (IANS)

Air quality

Women working near
busy roads are at
high risk of devel-

oping breast cancer, due to
traffic-related air pollution,
researchers have warned.

The team, from Univer-
sity of Stirling in Scotland,
analysed the case of a wom-
an who developed breast
cancer after spending 20
years working as a border
guard at the busiest com-
mercial border crossing in
North America.

The woman was one of,
at least, five other border
guards who developed
breast cancer within 30
months of each other and,
at another nearby crossing,
a cluster of seven other
cases was noted.

According to Michael
Gilbertson, the findings "in-
fer a causal relationship"

Air pollution exposure
linked to breast cancer

between breast cancer and
very high exposures to traf-
fic-related air pollution con-
taining mammary carcino-
gens.

A link between night-
shift work and cancer was
also identified by the re-
searchers.

"This new research indi-
cates the role of traffic-re-
lated air pollution in con-
tributing to the increasing
incidence of breast cancer
in the general population,"
Gilbertson said.

The group of women all
developed a cancer be-
lieved to have been caused
by exhaust fumes in what

researchers have branded a
'new occupational disease'.

There is a one in 10,000
chance the cases were a co-
incidence, the study pub-
lished in the journal New
Solutions said, because the
cancers were all so similar
and close together.

A review of previous re-
search confirmed that
BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes
-- which try to stop tu-
mours growing -- can be
"silenced" by exposures to
dioxins and polycyclic ar-
omatic hydrocarbons -
both found in exhaust
fumes.

BRCA2 gets rapidly de-

graded in the presence of
aldehydes - also compo-
nents of exhaust fumes.

"There is much more re-
search to be undertaken,"
Gilbertson said.

"But we now have plau-
sible mechanisms for infer-
ring how the BRCA1/2 tu-
mour suppressors in this
highly-exposed border
guard became dysfunc-
tional and likely contribut-
ed to the ongoing epidem-
ic of sporadic, early onset,
premenopausal breast can-
cer among her colleagues.

"With this new knowl-
edge, industry and gov-
ernment can plan for new
designs for industrial and
commercial facilities to cut
down on the occupational
exposures to traffic-related
air pollution," Gilbertson
said. (IANS)

While studies have
repeatedly linked
maternal smok-

ing during pregnancy with
reduced sperm count in
male children, a new re-
search showed that men
whose fathers smoked at
the time of pregnancy also
had 50 per cent lower count
of sperms than those with
non-smoking fathers.

The findings showed
that, independently of nic-
otine exposure from the
mother, socioeconomic
factors, and their own
smoking, men with fathers
who smoked had a 41 per
cent lower sperm concen-
tration and 51 per cent few-
er sperm count than those
with non-smoking fathers.

"I was very surprised
that regardless of the moth-
er's level of exposure to nic-
otine, the sperm count of
men whose fathers smoked
was so much lower," said
Jonatan Axelsson, special-
ist physician at Lund Uni-
versity in Sweden.

"We know there is a link
between sperm count and
chances of pregnancy, so
that could affect the pos-
sibility for these men to
have children in future.

"The father's smoking is
also linked to a shorter re-
productive lifespan in
daughters, so the notion
that everything depends
on whether the mother
smokes or not doesn't
seem convincing," he add-
ed.

However, the research
has not determined the
underlying mechanisms
behind this. But, similar
studies have shown links
between smoking fathers
and various health out-
comes in children, such as
malformations, Axelsson
noted.

It could be because
most newly occurring mu-
tations (known as de novo

Sperm count 50%
lower in men whose
fathers smoke: Study

mutations) come via the
father and there are also
links between the father's
age and a number of com-
plex diseases, said re-
searchers in the paper pub-
lished in the journal PLOS
ONE.

In addition, researchers
have observed that smok-
ing is linked to DNA dam-
age in sperm and that
smokers have more breaks
in the DNA strand.

Children of fathers who
smoke have been reported
to have up to four times as
many mutations in a certain
repetitive part of the DNA
as children of non-smoking
fathers.

"Unlike the maternal
ovum, the father's gametes
divide continuously
throughout life and muta-
tions often occur at the pre-
cise moment of cell divi-
sion.

"We know that tobacco
smoke contains many sub-
stances that cause muta-
tions so one can imagine
that, at the time of concep-
tion, the gametes have un-
dergone mutations and
thereby pass on genes that
result in reduced sperm
quality in the male off-
spring," Axelsson said.

The study was con-
ducted on 104 Swedish
men aged between 17 and
20 years. (IANS)

To create a calm and
peaceful area where
you can relax in is

about more than just com-
fortable furniture. If the
walls of your living space
are loud and vibrant, then
it's going to do nothing for
your stress level.  At the
same time you don't have to
resign yourself to boring
white so make sure you
redesign your interiors with
interesting colours.

Anjali Jain, owner of Kala
Drishti and Madhu Kotiya
list down tips to redesign the
interiors with colours

* Coral colour: You can
go for coral shades with
cooler undertones. The cor-
al colour is a combination of
hues like orange, pink and
red. Coral enhances the
room and brings a touch of

Home improvement

Redesign interiors with  interesting colours
warmth to it. Even though
it's a soothing colour, yet it
can also be the perfect bold
statement. This colour sig-
nifies peace and it keeps
negative feelings at bay.

* Mauve colour: If you
want your dining area a lit-
tle sophisticated, then go
for Mauve. It's not too gray,
not too violent. It is com-
pletely soothing and a
graceful colour. This slight-
ly subdued tint is bright
enough for a fun-filled
environment,but just calm
enough to work in an adult's
bedroom when it is mixed
with a palette of gray, black,
blue, or cream. This is some-
how related to spirituality
and inspires reflection and
self-awareness.

* Beige colour: Beige is
also known as tan or buff,

cream. It diverges from
nearly brown to very pale
cream. Beige will fade into
the background as the

elegant accessories pop
into the foreground. To give
a cozy vibe to your living
area, Beige is the perfect

colour tone. You can add
plush pillows and a soft
throw and lounge in the
space all day. This colour is

neutral, calm, and relaxing
and signifies happiness,
peace and purity. For best
results, apply this color to
the walls in the west direc-
tion. It is also a good color
for the library.

* Shades of green: The
green colour has healing
properties. It is the colour
of vitality and renewal that
can be re-imagined in every
room of your home. Green
is a shade that springs with
effervescence, and perhaps
because of its roots in na-
ture, it's also extremely ver-
satile. Since, it is a restful
colour that signifies growth
and renewal, the green col-
our is also inspired, brings
comfort and equilibrium. It
is beneficial health relating
to heart, lungs and circula-
tory system. (IANS)

Researchers
have observed
that smoking is
linked to DNA

damage in
sperm and that
smokers have
more breaks in
the DNA strand

Once simple grooming
destinations to keep
your nails in perfect

shape, hair shining and skin
glowing, salons and spas
are getting a makeover in
these days of increasingly
stressful urban lives.

In towns big and small
and targeting those with
varying degrees of dispos-
able incomes, beauty junc-
tions are evolving to be-
come health and wellness
centres for people to also
relax and rejuvenate.

From simple massages
and back rubs at home to
luxurious "me time" hours
spent at high-end spas, the
market caters to clients with
pockets shallow and deep,
going from several hundred
rupees to many thousands.

According to Dr Mad-
hurima Gupta of the centre
for wellness at Delhi's Sar-
vodaya Hospital and Re-
search Centre here, visits to
spas and salons help one
reconnect mind, body and
spirit.

She recommends such
sessions weekly, as well as
on vacations. "Today's life-
style is such that people
have money but no time for
themselves. In such situa-
tions, spas and salons are
becoming extremely popular
because these are places
where people can get away
from their phones and work,
de-stress and relax," Gupta
told PTI.

A 2018 global survey by
Cigna TTK Health Insur-
ance conducted across 23
markets noted that nine out
of 10 Indians are stressed,
with 95 per cent of them be-
ing millennials. The study
also cited work as one of the
major triggers for shooting
stress levels.

A nice back rub or a foot
massage does the trick for
city-based Sharad Agarwal,
leaving him refreshed for an
all-consuming month at

From beauty to wellness,
spas get a healthy makeover

work. Every month, he
spends about five per cent
of his earnings at spas and
salons, getting head and
neck massages, pedicures
and sometimes even full
body spas if he is in a mood
to splurge. "The massages
facilitate better blood circu-
lation, relieving me of body
aches due to the long hours
of sitting at work," the 27-
year-old said.

The range of services of-
fered at the spas and salons
are varied and often are a
combination of beauty and
health.

Hair spas are combined
with head, neck, shoulder
and back massages, pedi-
cures and manicures come
with complimentary arm and
leg massages, and body
spas usually involve the use
of ayurvedic and essential
oils and scrubs that give the
skin a renewed glow.

Full body spas like Thai
massage, hot stone mas-
sage, deep tissue therapy,
aromatherapy, ayurvedic
massage among others can
be enjoyed by spending

anything between Rs 2,000
and Rs 4,000. A combination
of massages can cost up to
Rs 7,000.

Vibha Rastogi, director of
the Sawadhee Traditional
Thai Spa in Vasant Kunj,
said spas provide the "me
time" most of her clients are
looking for. "Our guests are
usually looking for relaxa-
tion and to de-stress from
their everyday life. Seeking
a kind of 'me time' or 'time to
pamper oneself' is gaining
great importance," she said.

The wellness pro-
grammes at the spa are
aimed at balancing as well
as rejuvenating the mind,
body and spirit, with their
treatments being a blend of
traditional spa rituals and
modern therapies. "We put
great emphasis on the over-
all wellness of an individu-
al. The therapies focus on
relaxation and de-stressing,
general well-being, fitness
and anti-aging," Rastogi
said.

She added that many
visitors also look to relieve
aches and pains after the

gym.
Other benefits of such

spas include improved cir-
culation and firming of the
skin. "Me time" is sought
also by the visitors of NEU
Salonz, which has multiple
outlets across NCR.

"A salon visit is an emo-
tional experience and they
go to salons for their 'me'
time which is rare nowadays.
After a good salon visit,
they walk out not only look-
ing beautiful but also reju-
venated and relaxed," said
a salon owner. In Gupta's
view, regulated spa and sa-
lon sessions are necessary
in addition to the daily
health routine that one
might follow to maintain
"functional efficiency”.
"Good health is achieved
not only through your daily
habits including a healthy
diet, moderate exercise,
quality sleep and preventive
care, but also by giving your
mind and body a chance to
reconnect, which is why I
would recommend visiting
spas and salons," she said.
(PTI)

Researchers also identified a link
between nightshift work and cancer

A salon visit can also give your mind
and body a chance to reconnect


